Proposal to Eliminate the Economic Statistics Concentration within the Master of Science Degree in Statistics

Sponsor

Department of Statistics
Adam T. Martinsek
333-2167, martinse@uiuc.edu

Brief description

The Department of Statistics wishes to eliminate the Economic Statistics concentration (program code 10KS0330MS) within the MS degree in Statistics.

Justification

The Economic Statistics concentration under the MS degree has been inactive for many years, and has in fact been superseded by the Applied Statistics concentration.

Budgetary and Staff Implications

There are no budgetary or staff implications, as the concentration to be eliminated is not currently active.

Clearances:

Sponsor: Adam T. Martinsek Date: 6/3/2008
Department Chair: Douglas G. Simpson Date: 6/7/2008
Dean of College: Andrew D. Wyner Date: 6/22/08

Effective Date: Fall 2008
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